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House of Kitchens can offer interior renovation 

ideas for everything, including the kitchen sink. 

Frank and Jan have been in business for over 30 years 

and know how to transform a poorly designed house into a 

modern living space. 

“Our Stafford business is a one-stop interior design shop 

with a team of experienced staff who can design and build 

functional living concepts for the whole house, not just 

kitchens.” 

“Many people looking to upgrade their home needlessly put 

themselves through the financial pressure and stress of 

buying a new home and moving. Home owners should first 

consider renovating their home interior to make some often 

simple changes to big effect.”

Renovate Instead Don’t move. Improve



Quality kitchens manufactured 
on our premises by master tradesmen 
using only the highest grade material

Think about what you want a 

kitchen to be...

Call for an obligation FREE  quote!

Think about a kitchen where you’ll be
proud to invite your friends, where
cooking becomes an art again, and where
 you will actually enjoy spending time.

Think about modern easy-care finishes,
purpose designed cabinets, work areas
and concealed storage space. 

Think about the latest in sink design, 
tapware  and designer touches such as display
shelves, lead light cupboard doors and colour 
co-ordination that’ll give your kitchen that 

magazine page look! 

Our practical and innovative design team will
work with you on the design that’s going to 
suit your layout.

Installation. Electrical. Plumbing. Tiling. Paintnig. www.houseofkitchens.net

Registered Builder BSA Licence No 49053

We do it all!

House of Kitchens can co-ordinate 

installation, plumbing, electrical, tiling, 

painting along with your choice of 

appliances, at very competitive pricing!

And when your new kitchen is ready for 
installation, we’ll remove the old cupboards and
complete the new kitchen within a matter of 
days... with minimum interruption.

We’re also registered builders, so if your dream 
kitchen needs structural work to become a 
reality, we can handle that also. Removing a 
wall, fitting a window or closing a doorway are 
no problems... saving you time searching for a 
builder. Our professional crafts people strive for 
the very highest standard and our kitchens and 
installation are guaranteed for 6 years, as per
QBSA legitation.

The kitchen that we design and build for you 
will be everything you expect, and if you 

are concerned that what you have in mind is
too hard... rest easy. We don’t have a panic button, we’ve never 
had to walk away from a job yet. Throw us the challenge!
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Full extention drawers with soft closers 

All cabinets are made from high moisture 
resistant board (H.M.R) and have 
adjustable shelves

All cabinets with solid backs and solid 
draw bases (no light weight  material 
used) along with steel runners used on all 
drawers and roll out shelves

Lifetime warranty on hinges and drawers

6 Year Manufacturing and Installation 
Warranty

QBSA Insurance on all work over $3,300

We don't cut corners on quality


